Introduction {#s1}
============

Understanding the regenerative abilities found in many organisms is a major challenge in biology, because it is not only a fundamental aspect of complex systems regulation in biology but also raises the possibility that such pathways can be activated in biomedical contexts to address human injury and disease (regenerative medicine) ([@b12]; [@b46]; [@b47]). The development of high-resolution genetic tools and molecular-biological approaches for manipulating cells during regeneration in addition to classical grafting experiments has given rise to an ever-increasing dataset linking experimental perturbations with patterning outcomes. For example, certain genetic or pharmacological perturbations can result in planarian worms with either two or no heads ([@b81]; [@b70]; [@b9]), while cutting and grafting experiments provide many examples of changes of limb morphology in insects and amphibians ([@b21]; [@b107]).

However, despite these outstanding accomplishments, no mechanistic model has been proposed that accounts for more than one or two key features of regeneration. A satisfactory model of patterning (as distinct from a model of gene regulation, which by itself does not constrain geometry) must unambiguously explain the information and logical steps needed for a system to perform the observed morphogenetic process -- including allometric scaling during remodeling, maintenance of anatomical polarity in fragments, precise regulation of stem cell behavior in creating missing tissue, self-limited growth programs, etc. ([@b53]). Casting mechanistic models as constructive algorithms (showing the steps *sufficient* to produce or repair a given shape, not just the *necessary* genes/proteins without which a shape malformed) is the only way to determine whether our molecular pathways indeed explain the remarkable self-organization and repair properties of regeneration model organisms. Crucially, such models are required for the insights of developmental biology to ever be translated into rational interventions seeking to control and alter shape for regenerative medicine applications.

The main problem that holds back the development of algorithmic, comprehensive models of regeneration is the amount of raw functional and molecular data in the literature, which has become intractable for a single person. While a larger dataset should permit a more precise picture of the system, the lack of standardization greatly impedes the ability to glean comprehensive insights into shape and the relationship between individual cell regulation pathways and large-scale properties like anatomical polarity and size control ([@b45]). The decades of work in regeneration has produced very few constructivist models, and the rapidly-increasing body of functional findings is making the problem worse -- it is ever more difficult for scientists to come up with models that explain the increasingly constraining dataset.

A formalization must be developed to allow the unambiguous specification of experimental perturbations (e.g. cuts, gene knockdowns, physiological changes, etc.) and the resulting changes of morphology in the model species. In addition, a database is needed to store the total sum of the field\'s knowledge in this domain. An appropriate user-interface would then allow the database to be filled with data of the form "(experiment, outcome)", taken from all available primary literature, and queried and mined by both human scientists and, more importantly, by future computational tools for model-building and discovery.

Ontologies for experiments and phenotypes {#s1a}
-----------------------------------------

Natural language is imprecise and ambiguous ([@b43]); ontologies formalize knowledge by representing descriptions of concepts and relations relevant to an application domain or field ([@b7]). Their utility has been demonstrated in several biological fields, especially in genetics ([@b97]).

Ontologies have been applied to the formalization of experiments, which not only promotes semantic clarity but is also a technological necessity for the application of computational tools to automate the extraction of knowledge from scientific data ([@b98]). A few experiment ontologies exist, both general ([@b98]) and for specific knowledge domains ([@b106]; [@b40]; [@b102]). However, no existent ontology can accommodate the specific characteristics of regenerative experiments. We need a specialized ontology that permits precise description of the outcome of regenerative experiments, including complex cuts and amputations, joining of several grafts, irradiation areas, genetic perturbation, etc.

Several valuable ontologies have been also proposed to formalize phenotypes, such as the Worm Phenotype Ontology for *C. elegans* ([@b94]), the Mammalian Phenotype Ontology ([@b96]), and the Human Phenotype Ontology ([@b88]). These ontologies are successfully being applied in several databases that link genetic and phenotypic data, such as the WormBase ([@b109]), the Mouse Genome Informatics Database ([@b22]), and the multi-species PhenomicDB ([@b30]). These ontologies define a standardized structured vocabulary, where terms are placed hierarchically according to their 'is-a' or 'part-of' relationships. Specific phenotypes are described as a set of such terms, e.g. a phenotype can be described with the terms "barrel chest", "distended abdomen", and "decreased muscle weight" (sample terms extracted from the Mammalian Phenotype ontology). Another approach to use ontologies for describing phenotypes is the 'EQ' (Entity + Quality) method ([@b10]; [@b105]), where an entity (e.g. "eye", "head", "tail") is described by a quality (e.g. "small", "round", "reduced length"). The entities are defined in any anatomical ontology, where the qualities are typically chosen from PATO, the Phenotypic Quality Ontology ([@b61]).

These phenotype ontologies and databases are a great advancement over natural language descriptions disseminated in the literature; however, regeneration experiments need also a formalization language that permits describe arbitrary geometric relationships between the parts of a morphology. The most informative experiments are those where specific perturbations radically alter a normal morphology, and the resulting configurations must be describable by any useful ontology. What is needed is a mathematical language to describe a morphology by specifying which parts have been regenerated, their general shapes, and the topological connections among them. In contrast to a textual description, this type of formalism implicitly captures the meaning and allows quantitative comparisons between different morphologies: a four-headed worm differs from a two-headed worm in having two extra lateral heads. These formalisms are essential for the application of computational tools for the discovery of regeneration models that can explain the huge experimental dataset available in the literature.

Thus, a new formalism of shape and anatomical configuration is needed to complement the current phenotype ontologies with a balanced degree of morphological detail to describe what is currently known about the patterning changes that can be induced during regeneration. This new formalism will serve as a foundation for deriving insights that enable biomedically-relevant control of shape.

Phenotype formalizations based on shape {#s1b}
---------------------------------------

The traditional science of biological shape is called morphometrics ([@b110]), which focuses on the detailed quantitative study of shape by means of landmark coordinates and their statistical variation ([@b2]). However, morphometric methods are usually not the most appropriate techniques for use in describing the outcomes of regeneration studies. While morphometrics is concerned with exact quantitative differences between shared shape characteristics (landmark coordinates), developmental and regenerative biology studies deal mainly with non-shared characteristics of the morphology at the levels of anatomical qualitative identity (e.g. a region being specified to form a head *versus* a tail, possibly both having the same overall shape), topology (e.g. one-headed *versus* two-headed phenotypes -- shapes that are not directly comparable by shared landmarks), and frequency (e.g. number of specific organs present in the organism). Thus, standard morphometrics are not directly applicable to such problems because such techniques can become trapped in a focus on many small, often irrelevant quantitative differences between morphologies that obscures their overall anatomical similarity, and because they are not suited to comparison of very different shapes that result from changes in the anatomical identity of body regions.

Previous efforts to encode the shape and pattern of organisms have also used formal generative systems, which are based on the iterative application of simple rules ([@b33]). Examples of generative systems include L-systems (based on rewriting grammar rules ([@b50]; [@b51]; [@b79])) and cellular automata (based on a grid of cells that dynamically update their states according to a set of rules ([@b55])). However, it is in general very difficult to find the specific rules of a generative system that produces a given form ([@b34]); hence, their usability for morphology formalization is limited.

Mathematical graphs are widely used for modeling biological phenomena ([@b56]), from gene regulatory networks ([@b19]) to evolutionary dynamics ([@b49]). Furthermore, graphs have been proposed to model the connectivity of the cells in a developing embryo ([@b62]; [@b20]), as well as the dynamic process of morphogenesis ([@b8]; [@b52]). Graphs, apart from having been deeply studied in theory and applications, have a long tradition as a powerful tool for pattern representation, classification, and comparison ([@b17]).

Here, we propose a new formalism for phenotypes based on mathematical graphs. Graph nodes can represent at a symbolic level both the regions and organs present in an organism, while graph links can represent their topological relations. Moreover, geometrical graphs, which are labeled with the spatial relations of the graph nodes ([@b72]), can be employed in order to formalize the geometrical properties of morphologies. Therefore, graphs make an ideal candidate for the formalization of organism morphologies in regenerative experiments, as we illustrate using the planarian worm model system.

Planarian model organism {#s1c}
------------------------

Among the model organisms in regenerative research, the planarian flatworms are of particular interest due to their outstanding regenerative capacity combined with complex behavior and anatomy. The planarian body is characterized by a central nervous system (including a brain and a diverse set of sensory receptors including eyes), intestine, body-wall musculature, and bilateral symmetry ([@b81]); yet, planarians can regenerate any body part lost (including full head, brain, eyes, etc.) after almost any form of amputation. A complete worm can be regenerated from body fragments smaller than 1/200th of the adult size ([@b60]). This enormous plasticity has fueled a spectacular effort by the planarian research community, which has produced a complete genome sequence ([@b87]) and an extensive literature of cutting experiments ([@b81]), gene expression maps ([@b4]; [@b80]), drug-induced phenotypes ([@b73]; [@b70]; [@b9]), and RNAi gene-knockdown experiments ([@b75]; [@b25]; [@b76]; [@b85]; [@b74]; [@b27]; [@b59]; [@b77]; [@b99]).

Currently, there exist a number of planarian databases, including the hybridoma library of *D. tigrina* ([@b14]), the annotated genomic database of *S. mediterranea* ([@b92]; [@b87]; [@b1]), and the expressed sequence tag (EST) database of *D. ryukyuensis* ([@b38]). However, we are far from an understanding of the links between genetic networks and resulting morphologies. The field needs specialized databases on regeneration, linking experiments to resultant morphologies, which can then be mined to extract relevant models of pattern formation.

The planarian dataset is an ideal candidate to illustrate the power of the new kind of phenotype ontology that we propose here -- focused on the mathematical properties of the organism morphologies and the experimental manipulations that produce them. It is imperative that knowledge and efforts in understanding pattern formation receive the incredible benefits that genetics and cell biology reaped after the development of widely-available tools for storing and manipulating primary DNA sequences.

Results {#s2}
=======

Formalism for phenotype morphologies {#s2a}
------------------------------------

We propose a mathematical labeled graph to represent phenotype morphologies. A graph is an abstract representation of a set of objects that can be connected to each other with a set of edges (links between two nodes). We use a graph to represent the organism morphology as follows: vertices denote regions and organs, while edges represent the adjacency between two regions or the location of an organ inside a region. In this way, an organism is divided in a mosaic of regions containing organs. The geometric characteristics of the morphology are stored as labels in the nodes and edges. These characteristics include the region and organ type, the overall shape and size of regions, the location and rotation of organs, etc. To better illustrate this morphological graph encoding, we chose the planarian worm as an application of the presented formalism.

The planarian wild-type anatomy is characterized by a long flat body consisting of three main regions: head, trunk, and tail ([Fig. 1A,B](#f01){ref-type="fig"}), although the precise demarcation of each region\'s borders is not fully understood. The head region is the most anterior and contains the two eyes and two brain lobes; the trunk region contains the pharynx (a muscular tube used for both food intake and waste expelling); the tail region is the most posterior. Two nerve cords run laterally from the brain to the tail. Accordingly, a planarian morphology can be abstracted as a mosaic of two-dimensional regions (head, trunk, and tail) containing the main organs in the morphology (eyes, brain lobes, pharynx, and ventral nerve cords). These flatworm characteristics make the planarian body suitable for a morphological formalism limited to two dimensions, but the formalism can be readily extended to three-dimensional representations. For initial simplicity of illustrating our approach, we ignore here other major organs (such as the branched gastrovascular tract and excretory system) and numerous miscellaneous internal cell types.

![Wild-type morphology of the planarian *Schmidtea mediterranea* and its formal representation.\
(**A**) Dorsal side of the body, showing the eyes in the head region and pharynx in the trunk region. (**B**) Central nervous system (double immunostaining with anti-synapsin and anti-arrestin), highlighting the two brain lobes in the head region, the pharynx in the trunk region, and the two ventral nerve cords running laterally from the brain lobes to the tail region. (**C**) Diagram of the proposed graph formalism representing the same planarian morphology as in A,B. Regions and organs are represented by vertices labeled with their type; their topological configuration is represented by edges. Parameters store the basic shape (red dots) and adjacency border (green dots) of regions, the rotation of organs (blue dots), and the end points of the ventral nerve cords (gray dots). (**D**) Cartoon representation of the formalized morphology. Such schematic representations are automatically generated by the software tool to help the visualization of formalized morphologies.](bio-02-02-156-f01){#f01}

Following the formalism, [Fig. 1C](#f01){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic representation encoding the phenotype shown in [Fig. 1A,B](#f01){ref-type="fig"}; circles denote vertices and red lines denote edges. Vertices are labeled with the type of region or organ. Region locations are stored as edge labels containing the distance, angle, and location of the border between the two connected regions (represented as green dots in [Fig. 1C](#f01){ref-type="fig"}). Region shapes are abstracted as a list of numerical parameters (included in the vertex label) that represent the distance between the center of the region and its border in a specific direction (red dots connected to region vertices in [Fig. 1C](#f01){ref-type="fig"}). Non-connected regions have four parameters corresponding to the right, anterior, left, and posterior directions; regions connected to one region have three parameters corresponding to +90, +180, and +270 degrees with respect to the direction of the edge (e.g. head and tail regions in [Fig. 1C](#f01){ref-type="fig"}); regions connected to more than one region have a parameter for each bisector of every two consecutive edges (e.g. trunk region in [Fig. 1C](#f01){ref-type="fig"}). Organ locations are stored as vertex labels containing a vector position between the organ center and the center of the region where it is located; in addition, for spot-type organs (eye, brain, and pharynx), the vertex label includes the organ rotation (blue dots) and, in the case of line-type organs (ventral nerve cords), two organ-end vector positions (gray dots). A morphology graph is always connected (there is a path between any two regions or organs), since a region or organ cannot be isolated from the rest of the morphology.

A given morphology can be encoded with the formalism following a simple procedure. For every region present in the morphology, a vertex is added to the graph and labeled with its corresponding type (head, trunk, or tail in planaria). For every two regions adjacent in the morphology, an edge between the corresponding vertices is added and labeled with the distance and angle between the centers of the two regions and the distance between the center of the first region and the border with the other. Next, the shape parameters of the regions are assigned as the distance between the center of the region and its border in the direction of each parameter. Finally, for every organ present in the morphology, a new vertex labeled with its type (eye, brain, pharynx, or ventral nerve cord in the planarian illustration) and a new edge connecting it to the region where it is located are added to the graph; the edge is labeled with the vector position to the center of the region and organ rotation (spot organs) or two vector positions to the ends (line organs). This procedure can be performed manually with the help of the graphical software tool Planform (see below).

To facilitate the visualization of formalized morphologies, we implemented a simple algorithm to draw schematics illustrating the shape of the regions and the position of the organs. Since the graph formalism determines unambiguously morphologies, the algorithm is able to represent automatically a morphology encoded with the formalism as an illustrative cartoon diagram. [Fig. 1D](#f01){ref-type="fig"} shows the worm-like representation generated from the encoded morphology in [Fig. 1C](#f01){ref-type="fig"}. Regions are colored according to its type (head in red, trunk in gray, and tail in blue), and organ placements are sketched. The morphology formalism can also encode the morphological configurations during a regeneration process.

The morphology formalism can represent any possible morphological configuration. This derives from the fact that the formalism can represent both any region topology (a graph can decompose the plane or a volume in any arbitrary configuration) and any organ configuration (their number, position, and orientation are not limited). These characteristics make the formalism complete (universal); that is, all possible morphologies are representable. [Fig. 2](#f02){ref-type="fig"} illustrates a sequence of encoded two-dimensional morphological configurations during the regeneration of a tail fragment of the planarian *S. mediterranea*. The in-between morphologies, from a tail piece to a complete worm, can be easily represented and visualized with the formalism. [Fig. 3](#f03){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of encodings of worm morphologies found in the scientific literature of planarian regeneration. Multiple region types, ectopic organs and their physical characteristics, and the general topology of the worm are clearly and unambiguously specified with the presented formalism.

![A time-lapse of the regeneration process of a tail fragment of the planarian *S. mediterranea* and the corresponding encoding by the presented formalism.\
(**A**) Amputation of a tail fragment (Day 0). (**B**) The regeneration sequence of the original regions and organs are unambiguously encoded with the formalism and clearly illustrated by the automatically-generated cartoon diagrams (Days 1--11). Scale bar: 1 mm.](bio-02-02-156-f02){#f02}

![A selection of formalized morphologies represented by graph and cartoon diagrams and included in the centralized database.\
The loss of the original morphological polarity is evident in the cartoon diagram. The formalism allows encoding morphologies practically with any anterior--posterior and medial--lateral patterning.](bio-02-02-156-f03){#f03}

Formalism for experiment manipulations {#s2b}
--------------------------------------

During regenerative experiments, surgical, genetic, or pharmacological manipulations are often performed to test regenerative capacities under different conditions. Four basic types of manipulations are included in the current formalism: remove (an area of the organism is cut and discarded), crop (an area of the organism is cut and the rest discarded), join (two pieces are grafted together according to a vector location and a rotation), and irradiate (an area of the organism is exposed to radiation). These basic manipulations can be applied in any combination during the preparation of an experiment.

We propose a mathematical labeled tree (a hierarchical graph structure) to abstract the manipulations performed for an experiment: vertices represent basic manipulations or morphologies and edges connect the manipulation outputs and inputs. [Fig. 4](#f04){ref-type="fig"} shows a diagram of a formalized worm manipulation where one head of a two-headed worm is amputated and replaced by the tail of a wild-type worm. All basic manipulations produce one output, i.e. a piece. Remove, crop, and irradiate manipulations receive one input and are labeled with a list of spatial points defining the removed, cropped, or irradiated piece (yellow dots in the figure). Join manipulations receive two inputs, the two pieces to graft together, and are labeled with the rotation and location of the second piece with respect the first one. The initial morphologies used in the manipulations (the leaves of the tree) are defined according to the formalism for morphologies presented above (top two vertices in the figure). The output of the root of the tree (red vertex in the figure) defines the piece whose regenerative capacity is tested. [Fig. 5](#f05){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of encoded manipulations from published planarian experiments. All types of complex manipulations present in the literature can be clearly encoded within this formalism.

![An example of a formalized worm manipulation.\
A tree combines morphologies (top two vertices) and basic manipulations, including removing a piece (left vertex), cropping a piece (right vertex), and joining two pieces (bottom vertex). The root of the tree (red) defines the final configuration created in an experiment.](bio-02-02-156-f04){#f04}

![A selection of formalized manipulations (tree) and final configurations (cartoon) included in the centralized database.\
Yellow regions indicate irradiated areas in the worm. Practically, the formalism is able to encode any type of amputation, irradiation, and transplantation (and their combinations).](bio-02-02-156-f05){#f05}

Formalism for experiment data {#s2c}
-----------------------------

Any regenerative experiment can now be described using two formal descriptors: a Manipulation and the resulting Morphologies. In addition, an experiment is encoded with the following information: a descriptive unique name, the publication reporting the results, the species used, any pharmacological compounds in the medium (including the starting and ending time of exposure), and any RNAi injections administered to the organism (which gene(s) have been targeted for knockdown). The results of an experiment (the resultant regenerated morphologies) are grouped by the time at which the morphologies appear. For each documented regeneration period in the experiment, the total number of individuals and the frequency distribution of each resultant morphology are included. Phenotypes with incomplete penetrance in treatments (different resultant morphologies for the same treatment and regeneration period) are supported in the formalism, and any human scientist or automated algorithm that processes the experimental data in this database can utilize this information in modeling endogenous variability and heterogeneity of response among animals. The complete information of an experiment, including where it is published, its setup and results, are unambiguously encoded in the formalism.

Database of regenerative experiments {#s2d}
------------------------------------

We modeled and implemented the presented formalism for regenerative experiments in a relational database. [Fig. 6](#f06){ref-type="fig"} shows a diagram representing the database schema -- that is, the tables and their logical relations as defined in the database. The schema encodes in an optimal fashion the details of the experiments (tables in the blue area in [Fig. 6](#f06){ref-type="fig"}), manipulations (tables in the red area), morphologies (tables in the green area), and the relations between them (arrows).

![Diagram of the relational database of regeneration experiments, including the tables and their attributes and relations.\
The database includes data comprising experiments (blue), manipulations (red), and morphologies (green).](bio-02-02-156-f06){#f06}

To illustrate the presented formalism, we curated (using a specific software tool, see below) the experiments reported in a selection of primary papers from the planarian literature, creating a centralized database of planarian experiments. [Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"} summarizes the publications and experiments included in the current version of the database, showing the publication reference, the species investigated, total number of experiments in the publication, average penetrance (the average number of different morphologies obtained in a specific experimental setup and time period), and the type of experiments performed (cuts, joins, RNAi injections, irradiation, or drug exposures).

###### Summary of publications currently included in the database.

![](bio-02-02-156-t01)

The database of planarian experiments is freely available on the web (<http://planform.daniel-lobo.com>). We are continuously expanding the database in our lab as we include more previously published works as well as new results appearing in the literature. Additionally, it is possible for researchers to submit new published data for inclusion in the database. If you would like to submit new data, please use the submission system available in the same website.

Software tool {#s2e}
-------------

To facilitate the use of the presented formalism and database, we designed and implemented a software tool. We adapted this tool for planarian experiments, calling it Planform (Planarian formalization). The tool can be used to work with our presented centralized database of planarian experiments published in the literature or with personal databases created by any user. Planform provides a graphical user interface that allows any scientist using a standard desktop computer to query, input, and search for specific planarian experiments.

Planform will be freely available on the web (<http://planform.daniel-lobo.com>). After downloading the application, a researcher can use Planform for searching specific experiments stored in the centralized database of published planarian experiments, adding new experiments to this database, or creating new personal databases. For example, a researcher studying the effects on pattern generation of a specific drug or gene knockdown can obtain a list of published planarian morphologies (including descriptive names and diagrams) that result from those treatments by typing the specific drug or gene name in the search module. In addition, researchers can unambiguously formalize with Planform the details and results from their own experiments and publications and submit them for inclusion into the centralized database.

Materials and Methods {#s3}
=====================

Database implementation {#s3a}
-----------------------

The database of experiments following the presented formalism was implemented using the database engine SQLite (public domain). SQLite is a very popular embedded relational database management system that implements most of the Structured Query Language (SQL), which facilitates its interoperability with most of the current database applications. In SQLite, a database is contained in a single file, which includes both the schema and the data. In this way, a user can download a database in a single file, which simplifies the access (downloading a single file from the web), extension (the database is completely stored in a single local file that can be extended independently), and sharing of the data (the file containing a database can be copied or sent by e-mail).

Database curation {#s3b}
-----------------

The centralized database currently contains 871 experiments manually curated from 46 publications from the scientific literature ([Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}), and we are continually expanding it. We have selected for this first version of the database those planarian papers reporting the most fundamental experiments in pattern regeneration, including the regeneration of morphological patterns along the anterior--posterior and medial--lateral axis under specific cuttings, amputations, transplantations, irradiation, drugs, and RNAi treatments. We are currently curating an additional database containing regeneration experiments of vertebrate and insect limbs. Furthermore, future versions of the formalism will be extended to include specific cell types, gene expression, and patterning along the dorsal--ventral axis.

Software implementation {#s3c}
-----------------------

The software tool was implemented and compiled as a native standalone desktop application for the Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux platforms. The tool can create, read, and write any database following the presented schema of experiments. Planform write and reads databases stored in a single file, facilitating the organization and sharing of different databases. In the same way, the database of planarian experiments we curated is available as a single file compatible with Planform.

Discussion and conclusion {#s4}
=========================

The field of regenerative biology is producing an ever-increasing amount of information about biological pattern formation following sophisticated surgical manipulations and molecular-genetic or pharmacological perturbations. However, this information is disseminated throughout the scientific literature and encoded in natural language, photographs, and cartoon diagrams of very diverse styles. We believe that the development of constructive models that produce true insight into high-level pattern regulation is inhibited by lack of: (1) a generalized mathematical language for describing experiments based on shape data (formalism), (2) a centralized formal database to store such data, and (3) bioinformatics tools to assist in the search and mining of these huge resources. Moreover, each new publication adds results that further constrain possible models, making it even more difficult for scientists to come up with models that correctly predict available results. Illustrated with the planarian regeneration dataset, we presented here the first steps in a long-term strategy to overcome these problems. Our system is a proof-of-principle platform that extends current ontological efforts and can be applied to numerous existing and future domains of knowledge about functional perturbations of shape in embryogenesis or regeneration. It forms the foundation for the development of automated computational tools for extracting mechanistic model data to enable understanding and control of large-scale patterning of complex structures.

We proposed here a formalism based on the concept of a mathematical graph to unambiguously encode morphologies and manipulations. Current phenotype ontologies store the information in a hierarchical, but textual manner, which is insufficient for a comprehensive database of regenerative experiments and is not understandable by computational applications. In contrast, a graph is a convenient mathematical abstraction to represent the characteristics of morphologies at multiple levels: symbolic (head *versus* tail), topological (head connected to trunk), and geometrical (general shape of a region). Crucially, this mathematical formalism of morphologies and experiments is not only useful for interactive access by scientists, but makes possible the application of automated artificial-intelligence bioinformatics tools to mine the experimental knowledge on regeneration.

Using this formalism, we implemented a database schema and curated the first database of regenerative experiments based on shape. An experiment in the database unambiguously describes the species, drugs, RNAi injections, surgical manipulations, irradiations, and resultant morphologies after regeneration. We selected the planarian worm to illustrate the presented formalism. All the morphological experiments published in a selection of primary papers from the planarian literature have been curated and introduced in the freely-available database.

Outcomes of planarian regeneration experiments were entered into the database by hand. As the set of results continues to grow, future efforts will be directed to automating the process of adding new results into the database. Automated pattern recognition algorithms have been applied to biological visual data ([@b95]). A number of shape representations, key in the segmentation of images in these algorithms ([@b101]), have been proposed, including contours ([@b66]; [@b42]), deformations from a template shape ([@b18]), graph-based representations ([@b41]; [@b78]), more abstract representations based on topological closed surfaces that model the external shape of an organism ([@b37]), and statistical shape models ([@b32]). These shape formalisms represent great advances in the task of describing precisely (as close as possible to reality) the shapes of biological objects. However, developmental biology studies in general, and the field of regeneration in particular, are often concerned with mechanisms that determine high-level identity of body regions (such as the one-headed *versus* double-headed phenotypes, or the number of eyes, fingers, etc. in contrast to the exact curve that defines the body). Moreover, the differences (lack of standardization) of microphotography among published studies raises great challenges for the automated extraction of reliable phenotypic morphology data from journal figures. Thus, an interesting line for future research is the application of sophisticated pattern recognition algorithms to microscopy images for automating the addition of new studies\' data to the database.

Finally, to facilitate the use of the database, we implemented a software tool (adapted to the planarian dataset) called Planform for the unambiguous specification, centralized storage, and effective search of regenerative experiments. Planform presents a graphical user interface with interactive graphs and user-friendly cartoon diagrams that permit a non-expert user to query and introduce experiments in the database. A search module in the tool allows mining the experimental literature in an easy and effective manner. In summary, storing new data and searching for experiments in the literature containing given characteristics (such as a specific manipulation or regenerated morphology), can be done effortlessly with the help of the software tool Planform and the database of regenerative experiments.

Although this approach is easily extendable, the current version presents some limitations regarding the experimental information that can be formalized. First, a perfectly detailed shape of the organism (useful for morphometric studies) is not the aim of the formalism; instead, a series of parameters approximate to an adequate degree the morphological shape of the regions and ignore contingent, irrelevant features such as body bending, which greatly differs among even normal individuals. This allows automated algorithms processing such data to focus on discovery of models that get the fundamental anatomy correct in predicting the outcomes of functional perturbations. The current dearth of comprehensive, constructive models that correctly predict the major features of the animal after various perturbations suggests that it is necessary to start by facilitating the search for pathway models that explain large-scale bodyplan anatomy, and then move on to fine-scale differences that are so well-suited for morphometric techniques. However, our scheme is compatible with subsequent efforts to incorporate traditional morphometrics for quantitative analysis of subtle deformations, and these can be added as soon as the necessary quantitative data accumulate in the literature.

Cell, cancer, evolutionary, synthetic, and developmental biology have been transformed by bioinformatics: the accessibility of all genetic sequences in one place and in a common format have greatly augmented the ability of scientists to analyze data and plan new experiments. Many of the most important advances in bioengineering and medical technology would be impossible without tools such as those available at NCBI and many other portals. However, this is only the first step, as these tools largely address sequence/structure and transcriptional networks. Current phenotype ontologies have not yet included functional machine-readable morphological data, and our system is an ideal ontological addition towards a new bioinformatics of shape. While the regeneration literature forms a natural and tractable test-bed for these concepts, we anticipate that the same strategy can be applied to numerous areas of developmental biology with the establishment of novel formalisms that complement current ontologies and databases.

The creation of gene ontologies and large gene function databases ([@b6]; [@b11]) combined with computational methods, including the modeling and simulation of genetic regulatory networks ([@b19]), have allowed for the efficient application of novel bioinformatic algorithms to analyze sequence data, determine protein structures, predict gene functions, and ultimately provide automated discovery of gene regulatory network models consistent with genetic expression data. Similar assistance will be essential if we are to translate the investigation of developmental and regenerative pathways into biomedical strategies that manipulate biological shape. Already the data on just worm regeneration are so complex and plentiful that scientists are finding it very difficult to propose algorithmic, constructive models of pattern regulation that exhibit morphogenetic properties consistent with functional data. This problem will be only exacerbated by increasing numbers of experiments and better high-resolution analyses.

We are currently working on the development of artificial intelligence-based tools to assist scientists in deriving functional models of pattern formation from the presented database of knowledge in this field. The formalism and database we presented here constitute the first step towards a computational system to automate the discovery of models of regeneration from experimental data. The key benefit of the presented formalism is in its mathematical description, which can be interpreted and analyzed by a computer. The automatic comparison of morphologies is an essential element in heuristic search algorithms, which we are implementing for the automation of model discovery based on the mathematical formalism and database presented here. Future modules, built on top of this formalism, will derive candidate mechanistic models, simulate them *in silico*, and examine their behavior under all of the perturbations in the database to identify models that correctly predict and explain the properties of this remarkable regenerative system.

In summary, we have presented here the first steps towards a bioinformatics of shape that will help us to understand the key properties of pattern formation during regeneration. The development of computational tools to help derive testable, mechanistic models from functional perturbation data in model systems requires a mathematically formalized, deep database of morphological results such as the one presented here. We have illustrated the formalism with planarian experiments; yet, we are currently developing tools and curating experiment databases of other regenerative model organisms, including salamander and insect limbs, and deer antlers.
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